given targets of TP-. It should be noted that our comparisons are thus different from most previous comparisons in which networks with the same replication and expansion factors were compared (e.g. comparing a K-RDN to a K-RDN [3]), and in which it was always implied that the crossbar switch is more complex.
Based on extensive results obtained by the approach described in this Letter, the fmdmgs, applicable to unbuffered interconnection networks for which one packet only can be accepted at any output in each cycle, are summarised as follows:
(i) Among delta-based networks, the EDN has the lowest number of crosspoints, almost always.
(ii) For target values of the maximum throughput close to the maximum achievable throughput, the CS requires the lowest number of crosspoints for small to moderate network sizes.
(iii) For a given network size, replication outperforms dilation up to a certain target maximum throughput, above which they seem to have comparable complexities. In this Letter, we present a mapping from iterative networks to parallel lookahead circuits. We first show how linear recurrence sequences can be mapped to parallel lookahead circuits, and then
give an algorithm to transform the nonlinear parts in recurrence sequences into h e a r parts. The resultant recurrence sequences are shown to be associative in the domain of the propagating signals, and parallel lookahead circuits can be realised.
Linear recurrence sequence: Let the j t h input and propagating signals of an iterative array be vectors A' and P, the recurrence relation of P in the form of sum-of-products is 
where E ( k ) is the augmented matrix of (e#?) by (c,(A?) : We note that Boolean matrix multiplication is implied in eqn. 3 which can be further expanded as
where F' represents the initial values propagated to the first cell of the iterative network. Without proof that Boolean matrix multiplication is associative, eqn. 5 becomes
where the term E(A1)E(Akl) ___ E(AI) can be parallel-computed by a product circuit, forming the following prefix problem. (ii) Replace ?,+I or IIy;l by yn+;-I.
(ii) Decompose yn+: by substituting recurrence relations of or every y;, such that yn+lE can be expressed by a recurrence relation of components of Y ' I : 
Finally the linear recurrence sequence can be obtained as follows:
(4) = (:: :: :) ( ; ; : ) where the nonlinear term gi7, can be substituted by ei and expanded .
(13) e' = gy1" = e%+l(z"Bi + "iYi) resulting in the linear recurrence sequence In this Letter, both uniform GTD and incremental diffraction coefficients at edge discontinuities in artificially soft and hard surfaces are obtained from the exact solution of the relevant canonical wedge configuration. Numerical results are presented for a dipole on the axis of an artificially soft disk.
Introduction: Accurate control of the radiating characteristics of high-performance antenna systems is important in electromagnetic engineering applications. To this end, undesired scattering mechanisms may be reduced by conveniently shaping or corrugating the scattering surfaces. Recently, a systematic method for characterising corrugated surfaces for different applications has been presented [I] . There, it is suggested that suitable combinations of corrugations and dielectric loadings may usefully be employed to devise surfaces that exhibit artificially soft and hard boundary conditions (BCs). It has been shown that this technology may provide effective tools for controlling the sidelobe level and crosspolar components of radiation patterns. Within this framework, an accurate description of diffraction mechanisms at edge discontinuities is relevant for an exhaustive examination of the polarisation effects.
In this Letter, uniform, dyadic GTD diffraction coefficients are obtained, that provide basic tools for treating the scattering at actual edge configurations of practical interest. Furthermore, incremental diffraction coefficients are presented which provide a suitable correction near to and at caustics. These are obtained according to the incremental theory of diffraction (ITD) [2, 31.
Both GTD and ITD diffraction coefficients are derived from the exact solution of a canonical wedge with artificially soft and hard BCs on one face and a perfectly electric conducting (PEC) BC on the other face. This procedure yields a representation of the field which is uniformly valid at any observation aspect, including caustics of the corresponding ray-field description.
Summory:
We have presented an approach to mapping iterative networks to parallel lookahead circuits. By using the proposed algorithm, nonlinear parts in the recurrence sequences can be eliminated and substituted by linear parts. The resultant linear recurrence sequences are then shown to be expressible by augmented Boolean matrices and matrix multiplications. As the multiplications are associative operations, the linear recurrence sequences can be implemented by parallel lookahead circuits by using the prefm technique. We conclude that all iterative networks can be transformed to parallel lookahead circuits.
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